
£199.00*
TD Code: RE120

£159.00*
TD Code: RE110

Convenient high-pressure cleaner packed with extra
features. 

 

STIHL RE 110 ELECTRIC 
PRESSURE WASHER

110 BAR 
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STIHL RE 120 ELECTRIC 
PRESSURE WASHER

125 BAR

Powerful high-pressure cleaner with many extra features.
Strong high-pressure cleaner for home & gardenUser-friendly 110 bar high-pressure cleaner

FREE 
RA90 

Surface Cleaner
worth £44 with 
every purchase

 



£190.00*
TD Code: HS45-24

£82.00*
TD Code: HSA45

STIHL HS 45 CORDLESS HEDGE TRIMMER
24" / 60CM

£85.00*
TD Code: BGA45

STIHL BGA 45 CORDLESS BLOWER
18V

The HSA 45 cordless hedge trimmer is very lightweight so it is
easy to manoeuvre and is perfect for trimming annual growth on
the hedges. The precision-ground blades deliver a neat cut, so

you can get shrubs in order in no time.

Manoeuvrable cordless blower with 5 N blowing force

£255.00*
TD Code: HSA56KIT+

Make trimming hedges an easy task with the lightweight, cordless 
HSA 56 hedge trimmer. The double-edged, diamond ground

blades deliver a smart finish on the bushes and hedges in your
garden, and the droplet shape on the blade guides twigs and

branches into the blades for an even cut. 
 

STIHL HSA 56 CORDLESS 18" HEDGE
TRIMMER 36V PROMO KIT

AK System hedge trimmer with 45cm / 18" 
blade length

Kit contains:
 

2 x AK 10 batteries
1 x AL 101 charger

STIHL HSA 45 CORDLESS HEDGE TRIMMER 
20" / 50CM

The HSA 45 cordless hedge trimmer is very lightweight so it is
easy to manoeuvre and is perfect for trimming annual growth. Part
of the AI Line, and with an integrated Lithium-Ion battery, the HSA

45 couldn't be easier to use - simply pop in the activation key,
switch on and go.

 

The HSA 45 cordless hedge trimmer is very lightweight so it is
easy to manoeuvre and is perfect for trimming annual growth on
the hedges. The precision-ground blades deliver a neat cut, so

you can get shrubs in order in no time.

Very light cordless hedge trimmer with 24" / 60 cm
blade length and integrated battery

Very light cordless hedge trimmer with 20" / 50
cm blade length and integrated battery



£149.00*
TD Code: FS40

£82.00*
TD Code: FSA45

STIHL FSA 45 CORDLESS GRASS TRIMMER
18V

Handy cordless grass trimmer with PolyCut 2-2
cutting head and integrated battery

£120.00*
TD Code: BGA45

£199.00*
TD Code: FS55

STIHL's easy-to-use cordless grass trimmer is perfect for
straightforward trimming and clearing work in outdoor areas.

STIHL FS 40 PETROL GRASS TRIMMER
LOOP HANDLE

For trimming small areas of grass and lawn edges. Simple starting
system, multi-function controls, round handle, 2-MIX engine. With

bent shaft, loop handle and AutoCut mowing head ideally for
trimming small areas of grass and around obstacles.

For trimming small areas of grass and lawn edges

For comfortable operation in larger areas of grass. Ergonomic multifunction
control on bike handle, tool-free handleadjustment, 2-MIX engine, single

strap harness, AutoCut mowing head.
 

STIHL FS 55 PETROL BRUSHCUTTER STIHL GTA 26 CORDLESS GARDEN PRUNER
PROMO KIT

Cordless garden pruner with a wide range of uses. For pruning trees and
shrubs, cutting up garden waste, and building with wood.

 

Cordless garden pruner for trees and shrubsFor work on larger areas of grass

Kit contains:
 

1 x AS 2 Battery
 1 x AL 1 Charger

1 x Light guide bar
1 x 10 cm 1/4" PM3 saw chain

1 x Multioil Bio 50 ml
1 x  carry bag 



Powerful electric motor for good cutting
performance and lightweight hard polymer housing
with steel plate frame. Engine overload safety,
adjustable handle with three height positions and
crossbar and central cutting height regulator with 7
steps. Excellent mowing and lawn mowing
properties for lawns up to 1200 square meters. 

£199.00*
TD Code: ME545-43CM-240V

VIKING ME 545 43 CM ELECTRIC LAWNMOWER BY STIHL

Lightweight and easy to use

sales@terratruck.com www.terratruck.com
LEICESTER: 34-36 Gipsy Lane, Leicester, LE4 6TD. T: 0116 266 2456

LOUGHBOROUGH: 26 Derby Road, Loughborough, LE11 5BX. T: 01509 267 377
NOTTINGHAM: 87-89 Portland Road, Hucknall, Nottingam, NG15 7SF. T: 0115 963 5521

*All prices exclude VAT at the prevailing rate. Offers available while stocks last or until the promotion expires on the 13/05/2022. E&OE. 
Product descriptions and illustrations have been given in good faith but due to manufacturers policies of development and improvement may result in change and therefore they do not form any part of a contract.


